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Long-range interactions have aroused considerable inter
est because of their high stereospecificity and unusual values, 
especially in bicyclic radicals.2 Assignment of the observed 
couplings is made in most cases following the so-called "W 
arrangement".23 However, the conditions required for applying 
the W rule are still a matter of discussion. 

In this respect, we wish to report the main results of an ab 
initio study of proton hyperfine couplings in the simplest bi
cyclic radical, i.e., the bicyclobutyl radical observed by Krusic 
et al. some years ago.3 Our main goal has been to investigate 
how long-range interactions can be modified by structural 
deformations occurring at the radical site. The geometrical 
parameter which has been varied is the torsion angle a between 
the CH bond and the CCC plane. All other parameters have 
been kept constant and taken from bicyclobutane.4 No ge
ometry optimization has been attempted.5 

The ground-state wave function is calculated according to 
the two Hamiltonian spin-restricted SCF formalism developed 
by Roothaan.6 A configuration interaction including all 
spin-adapted monoexcited configurations with three uncoupled 
electrons is then carried out using the Epstein-Nesbet for
mulation of perturbation theory.7 The total Fermi contact 
splitting of any nucleus M is given by 

where 

fld= ( y ) (-)gMM</>u(rM)|2 

"SP= ( T ) ( - ) ^ M ^ M L E - 2 y ^ * W M ) < M r M ) 
\ 3 Ago/ d v* Eo - £d^v* 

The 0d are the doubly occupied MOs of the ground state, 
the <t>v* are the virtual MOs, and </>u is the orbital containing 
the unpaired electron. Under those conditions a^ and asp cor
respond to the contributions arising from the derealization 
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effects (at the SCF level) and from the spin-polarization effects 
(at the CI level), respectively.8 For coherence with our pre
ceding studies of hydrocarbon radicals,9 the same Gaussian 
basis (9s,5p/4s) has been used and the canonical MOs have 
been converted into quasi-localized MOs according to the same 
localization criterion.10 
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The variation of proton hyperfine splittings with torsion at 
the radical site is presented in Figure 1. AU couplings are given 
in gauss. Tables I and II present numerical tabulations of Hend0 
and Hexo coupling constants as functions of a. 

a and |3 Coupling Constants. The present calculations con
firm the high sensitivity of the a hydrogen coupling with 
bending at the radical site. The negative coupling found for a 
= 0° which is almost entirely due to the spin polarization be
comes positive for |a | > 30° as a consequence of the rapid 
increase of the derealization contribution. 

For the /3 hydrogens (H bridge), the point to be outlined is 
that the coupling constant decreases when the Ha is moved 
toward the exo direction (a < 0) more rapidly than when it is 
moved toward the endo direction (a < 0). As a consequence, 
for a given torsion of the radical center, the coupling constant 
of a j8 proton trans with respect to the orbital containing the 
unpaired electron should be lower than the coupling constant 
of a cis proton. 

Experimental examples of inequivalent couplings are known 
for /3 protons in bicyclic radicals deriving from the bicy-
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Table I. Calculated y Splittings for /i-Propyl and Bicyclobutyl 
Radicals (G) 
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Figure 1. Hydrogen hyperfine coupling constants for bicyclobutyl radi
cal. 

clo[2.2.1]heptane series. They have been found consistent with 
a pyramidal geometry around the radical site with a bending 
of the exocyclic bond toward the endo direction.2M'S'h Radicals 
5 and 6 are typical examples which corroborate the theoretical 
calculations. It should be mentioned that similar results have 
been obtained for cyclopropyl9c and oxiranyl11 radicals in 
previous ab initio studies. They are also in complete agreement 
with recent experimental assignments of hyperfine splittings 
in free radicals deriving from cyclopropane12 and oxiranyl 
derivatives.13 Once again the validity of the ab initio approach 
for the calculation of hyperfine coupling properties is con
firmed while the INDO method yields to the opposite—erro
neous—assignment of the splittings in that case.13 

7 Coupling Constants for Planar Radical Sites. If the radical 
center is planar, the "W arrangement" of the bonds is realized 
between the exo proton and the orbital containing the unpaired 
electron. In this respect, bicyclobutyl can be compared to the 
planar n-propyl radical in the following conformations. 

Hendo 

The different contributions to the y splittings in both com
pounds are given in Table I. In the two cases, the contributions 
of derealization and of spin-polarization effects (which are 
both positive) add in the W conformations (Hw and Hex0)-
They are opposite in sign and balance each other in the anti-W 
conformations to give small values (Hanti and He„do)- No 
crucial difference appears at this level of the theoretical ap
proach between the aliphatic and bicyclic radicals. An illus
tration of this result can be found in the semidione series where 
monocyclic and bicyclic radicals present hyperfine couplings 
of the same magnitude for protons in the same stereochemical 
arrangement.14 If one considers now bicyclic compounds I,14'15 

2, la and 3, l b where the radical centers are taken as planar, 7 
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protons corresponding to the "W arrangement" (Hantj and 
Hex0) exhibit large hyperfine splittings. By contrast the split
tings due to protons in the anti-W arrangement (Hsyn and 
Hendo) are weak or unobserved. 

7 Coupling Constants for Bent Radical Sites. Evolution of 
7 couplings reported in Figure 1 can be analyzed in two 
ways. 

Case 1. If the CH bond is bent toward the endo position (a 
> 0), the W rule is still applying to Hex0 and one observes an 
enhancement of the positive coupling. The endo coupling re
mains weak and negative. 

Case 2. If the CH bond is bent toward the exo position (a 
< 0), there are drastic changes in the couplings. No W ar
rangement can be found and the rule no longer applies. One 

Table II. Variation of 7 Splittings with the Torsion Angle of the Radical Center (G) 
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observes a complete reverse of the couplings. The endo coupling 
becomes the strongest one and positive. The exo coupling be
comes negative. For intermediate torsions of a a* -20°, both 
7 couplings are of the same magnitude and small so that they 
might be masked under low-resolution conditions. 

These-results throw a new light on a number of experimental 
studies of bicyclic compounds. Among the various examples 
which have been observed2 let us consider 4," 5,lh and 6 lb 

where the radical centers are taken as pyramidal with a 
bending of the exocyclic bond toward the direction indicated 
on the drawings. 

The 7 protons corresponding to the "W arrangement" 
(Hendo in 4» Hexo in 5,6) exhibit large hyperfine splittings. By 
contrast, the splittings due to the associated anti W protons 
(Hex0 in 4, Hendo in 5,6) are weak or unobserved. This situation 
corresponds to case 1. 

The remaining y protons cannot be described by any W 
arrangement (Hantj, Hsyn in 4, 5,6). The related splittings are xsyn 
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weak or unobserved. This situation corresponds to intermediate 
torsions in case 2. 

Nitroxide 7 le provides a remarkable illustration, although 
its radical center is not totally localized on an atom included 
in the bicyclic skeleton. The x-ray structure of this compound 
has been determined16 and an out-of-plane torsion angle of 24° 
has been found, the N-O bond being tilted toward the axial 
direction. Furthermore, all couplings are known and can be 
attributed by comparison with substituted radicals.le The 
couplings reported by Rassat and Ronzaud corroborate the 
conclusions which can be obtained from the theoretical studies. 
The couplings corresponding to the "W arrangement" (Haxiai) 
are stronger than those corresponding to the "anti-W ar
rangement" (HeqUatoriai)- Moreover, their relative sign is co
herent with the theoretical calculations on the simplest bicyclic 
radical. Other examples of geminal y protons with coupling 

opposite in sign and very different in magnitude are known in 
the nitroxide series.2d,le'17 On the other hand, the couplings 
corresponding to protons which cannot be described by a "W 
or anti-W arrangement" (Hexo, Hendo) are very weak. 

Table II, which gives the variation of the two theoretical 
contributions to the y protons hyperfine splittings in the bi-
cyclobutyl radical, is self-explanatory. 

As in aliphatic radicals,8'9b the 7 couplings are determined 
by the interplay of the derealization and spin-polarization 
terms (Table II), strong couplings coming from the cumulative 
effect of both contributions. 

Our ab initio results unambiguously demonstrate the high 
sensitivity of long-range interactions to the geometry at the 
radical site and show the correct guide for better information 
on the geometry at the radical site—planar or pyramidal—and 
indicate the direction of the torsion starting from the values 
of the observed or nonobserved long-range coupling con
stants. 
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